
Teaching synonyms develops a strong vocabulary, which supports the 
understanding of grammatical structure.  These elements combined 

strengthen the oral language abilities of Year 1 children.  

TEACHING UNITS  

SESSION 1  

ACTIVITY/ TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
5 minutes  

STIMULUS 

PICTURE CHAT 
Large colourful 
pictures/photographs of 
different foods 
Eg apple, doughnut, 
lollypop, pizza  

Vocabulary generated 
from picture written on 
white board  

10 minutes 
Synonyms     

Synonyms generated 
from the vocabulary 
given  

Words grouped to any 
phonological features 
identified  

5-10 minutes  

Sentence Work 

Children chose a word 
from the list.  Visualise 
the word.   
Described in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence  

Student A

 

I like pizza 
I like lollypops. 
I am sitting in the BBQ 
area. 
Student B

 

I like apples because the 
are nice and sweet. 
Student C

 

I am eating a apple 
I am holding my apple. 

5 minutes 
Memory Game 

I went to Market and I 
bought

 

Student A recalled 6 
objects 
Student B recalled 16 
Student C recalled 8  

 



SESSION 2  

ACTIVITY/ TIME DESCRIPTION  DATA COLLECTED 
5min  

STIMULUS 
SENTENCE WORK 

Retell sentences from 
previous day 

Student A

 
I m eating a orange and a 
apple 
Student B

 

I m eating a box of 
chocolates 
Student C 

 

My apple is standing in 
my hand. 
Say it so it makes sense 
I m holding my apple. 

5-10 min  

SYNOMYMS 

Introduce new picture 
Apple pie 
Words to describe 
Delicious     

Other words like delicious

 

Yummy, nice, good, 
beautiful 

5-10 min   

SENTENCE WORK 

Visualise the apple pie   
Describe it in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence 

Student A

 

I am holding a pie 
Student B

 

I am eating my giant pie 
Student C

 

I am eating my delicious 
pie 

Memory Game I went to market . Student A struggled all 
through the game today. 
Students B and C

 

 Each remembered 16 
items 

 



SESSION 3  

ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
5-10 min 
STIMULUS 

FLASHCARDS 
Simple line drawings of 
fruit and vegetables 
Name them as quickly as 
possible  

Student A did not name 
pumpkin, meat, 
strawberries 
Student B did not name 
peas and potato 
Student C did not name 
peas, potato and pear. 

5 min  

SYNOMYS/Vocabulary 

Look at the flashcards 
again, consider the 
different words we had 
for the same object  

5- 10 minutes 
SENTENCE WORK 

Visualise the fruit or 
vegetable   
Describe it in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence 

Student A

 

I m eating bread 
Student B

 

I drink milk 
Student C

 

I am eating fish 

5-10 min Put like pictures together  

 



SESSION 4  

ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10-15min  

Different categories 

Practice in word 
exploration and retrieval 
Categories 
*toppings for a pizza 
*fruits 
*vegetables 
*milk products 
*party foods 
*breakfast foods 
*sweets 
*picnic foods 
*take away foods 
Choose category. 
Roll dice.  Have to think 
of that many words for 
the category chosen 

All students contributed 
effectively in this activity 
Student A  
1 cake 
 4 sandwich, weetbix, 
toast, juice 
Student B 
3 McDonalds, KFC, Pizza

 

2 ham cheese 
Student C 
5 potato, carrots, peas, 

beans, broccoli 
6    apples, grapes, 
oranges, pineapple, kiwi, 
bananas 

5-10 min  

Synonyms 
Sentence building 

Breakfast Food 
Put one of the words in 
sentence.  Substitute one 
of the words with a 
synonym. Ask does that 
make sense?

 

How else could we say 
that 

Student A 
I eat my sandwich. 
Synonym 
I eat my roll 
Student B 
I ate this giant bit of toast.

 

Synonym 
I ate this big bit of toast. 
Student C 
This is a spiky pancake. 
This is a spiky breakfast. 

 



SESSION 5  

ACTIVITY / TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10 15 min 
WORD CIRCLE 
Selecting words which 
are connected through 
meaning to a previous 
word 
Explain the association 
between words 
Understand the 
association made by 
others 

Words on flashcards. 
Say the word, give an 
associated word 

Student A

 
Soft/nice 
Ice cream /I love it 
Chips/ McDonalds 
Sandwich/ 
Dinner/eating 
Student B

 

Cheese/biscuits 
Breakfast/toast 
Apple/fruit 
Tasty/nice 
Chocolate/cake 
Student C

 

Knife/cut 
Lunch/toasted sandwich 
Pie/hot 
Smooth/milkshake 
Pizza/chicken 

5- 10 minutes 
SENTENCE WORK 

Visualise one of the 
words   
Describe it in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence 

Student A

 

I like ice cream 
I love ice cream  

Student B

 

I like apples. I love 
apples. 
My favourite fruit is 
apples.  

Student C

 

I like pizza. 
Pizza is my favourite 
thing. 

 



SESSION 6  

ACTIVITY /TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10 15 min 
20 questions 
Ask questions to 
successfully narrow 
semantic clue. 
See importance of using 
specific vocabulary.  
Apply knowledge gained 
to exclude or include a 
particular choice 
Teacher explicitly model 
how to ask questions 
which differentiate 
between pictures 

Child selects picture from 
pile 
Model question. 
Is it a picture of fruit? 
Is it crunchy fruit? 
Does it grow on trees? 
Do you peel it before you 
eat it? 
Is it an apple? 
Continue until a negative 
response is given 

Varied 

 

5- 10 minutes 
SENTENCE WORK 

Visualise one of the 
words   
Describe it in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence 

Student A

 

I can peel a banana. 
Student  B

 

Kiwis are squishy 
Student C

 

Apples grow on trees 

  



SESSION 7   

ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA 
10-15 min 
Different Categories 
Children respond in a 
complete sentence 

 
Things which are 
pointy 

 
Things which are 
curly 

 

Things which are soft 

 

Things which are 
shiny 

Student A

 
Category- Things that 
have a switch 
Lights have switches.  
Kettles have switches 
Student B

 

Things with handles 
Listed fire truck, kettle, 
door 
Student C

 

Things with buttons 
Phrases- jumpers got 
buttons, toys got buttons 

5- 10 minutes 
SENTENCE WORK 

Visualise one of the 
words   
Describe it in a sentence 
the picture they had in 
their mind.   
Ask does that make 
sense?

 

How else could we say 
that?

 

Draw the picture and 
attempted to write the 
sentence 

Student A

 

This light  has a switch 
Student B

 

A fire truck has handles. 
Student C

 

My jumper has buttons  

 



  
SESSION 8 
ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10-15 min 
SORT ME OUT  

Word Link 
Using cards with pictures 
of everyday objects, the 
children need so sort 
according to criteria 
Eg Legs, no legs 
Inside /outside 
Children describe orally 
what they are doing and 
what attributes they know

 
Student A

 
This flower and this tree 
grow in the ground. 
Student B

 

This glass and this bottle 
both hold water. 
Student C

 

This doll and this ball are 
toys.  

10 15 min 
Synonyms/ Sentence 

Using the sentences they 
have made, substitute 
with synonyms.  Do they 
still make sense?  What 
changes need to be 
made? 

Student A

 

This plant grows in the 
ground. 
Student B

 

This glass and this bottle 
both hold coke. 
Student C

 

This bike and this bat are 
both toys. 

 



  
SESSION 9  

ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10-15 min 
Concept  Match 

Each child gets 6 cards 
Each child needs to 
discard one at a time if 
they can find a link with 
the previously discarded 
card. 
Eg That girl is playing 
tennis.  You play tennis 
outside.  You can play 
ball outside too. 

Varied 

10 15 min 
Synonyms/ Sentence 

Choose a picture. 
Write a sentence.  
Cut it up. Re-order the 
sentence. 
Substitute a synonym. 
Does it make sense? 
Say it aloud. 
What changes need to be

 

made?   

Varied 

 

SESSION 10 
ACTIVITY/TIME DESCRIPTION DATA COLLECTED 
10 min 
Concept Match 

As for Session 9 Varied 

10 min 
Synonym /sentences         

Cloze activity 

Choose a picture. 
Write a sentence.  
Cut it up. Re-order the 
sentence. 
Substitute a synonym. 
Does it make sense? 
Say it aloud. 
What changes need to be

 

made?   
Using the sentences 
made, complete with 
suitable words. 

Varied      

Student A required 
assistance. 
Students B and C 
manipulated the 
individual words to 
complete this activity, re-
reading their efforts to 
ensure meaning was 
maintained 
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